Anterior and posterior ankle arthroscopy in prone position: description of surgical technique
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Abstract

Ankle arthroscopy has several advantages compared to open surgery and can be performed anteriorly or posteriorly. Pathologies located in the anterior and posterior ankle regions may coexist and require combining the abovementioned arthroscopic techniques. The objective of this study was to describe the anterior and posterior ankle arthroscopic technique for treating lateral instability and posterior ankle impact, keeping the patient in prone position. The arthroscopic technique described with the patient in prone position allowed access to the anterior and posterior regions of the ankle, allowing the treatment of lateral ankle instability and posterior impact, potentially reducing the risks present in the change of decubitus position during surgery.
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Introduction

Ankle arthroscopy has several advantages compared to open surgery, with less soft tissue trauma and an earlier return to daily and sports activities. It is also an important diagnostic technique for several ankle pathologies(1-4). Indications for anterior ankle arthroscopy include ankle impingement, osteochondral injuries, and ankle instability. The posterior ankle arthroscopy described by van Dijk covers other indications, such as the posterior ankle impact, flexor hallucis longus tenosynovitis, and subtalar coalitions(25). Pathologies located in the anterior and posterior ankle regions may coexist and require combining the abovementioned techniques, especially in treating anterior and posterior impingement syndrome(6,11).

D’Hooghe et al.(2) demonstrated that athletes diagnosed with chronic lateral ankle instability are ten times more likely to require surgery to treat the posterior impact by os trigonum than athletes with acute lateral ankle ligament injuries. In contrast, Strauss et al.(13) demonstrated that lateral ankle sprains could aggravate the posterior impact caused by os trigonum and become a cause of chronic pain.

Good functional results with arthroscopic treatment for lateral instability and posterior impact, associated with a low incidence of complications, have been reported in the literature(6-11, 14-19). The combination of anterior and posterior in prone position also obtained good results, and no complications were obtained for impact treatment(20). However, no studies describe the association of techniques in treating lateral instability and posterior impact with the patient kept in prone position.

The objective of this study is to describe the anterior and posterior ankle arthroscopic technique for treating lateral instability and posterior ankle impact, keeping the patient in prone position. This surgical strategy would reduce the risks of contamination of instruments and surgical fields and reduce the operative time, increased by changing the decubitus position. In addition, it would potentially facilitate the operative strategy in cases that require multiple changes in anterior and posterior accesses.
The technique description – preoperative evaluation

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board, and the patient signed the informed consent form. This study was conducted in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA).

An 18-year-old male patient without comorbidities, with a history of recurrent sprains and pain in the lateral and posterior region of the right ankle, exacerbated by forced flexion, was selected for the study. The complaints began 12 months prior, after the first episode of ankle sprain, and in that period, the patient was submitted to conservative treatment with physiotherapy and orthosis without improvement. The physical examination showed pain on palpation of the anterolateral gutter, positive anterior drawer test, and pain at the end of ankle flexion, which was reported in the posterior ankle region. It had no deformities on inspection. He was also submitted to radiographs and magnetic resonance imaging, showing damage to the anterior talofibular ligament and os trigonum syndrome associated with spinal cord and fluid bone edema in the posterior tibiotalar and talocalcaneal recesses. Clinical and imaging findings corroborated the diagnosis of chronic lateral instability and posterior ankle impingement (Figures 1–3).

The American Orthopedic Foot and Ankle Society (AOFAS) hindfoot score and the visual analog pain (VAS) scale were collected during the preoperative evaluation, resulting in 67 and 7.2, respectively.

Surgical technique

After sedation, the patient was positioned in prone position with a peripheral block (popliteal and saphenous), and a thigh pneumatic tourniquet was applied (Figure 4).

The surgery started through the posterior access, initially through the posterolateral portals, followed by the posteromedial portal(20). The neurovascular bundle was avoided at this stage through lateral access to the flexor hallucis longus tendon. Synovectomy and capsulotomy of the subtalar joint were performed using a shaver blade, allowing the visualization of the posterior talus region. From that moment on, os trigonum was identified, and its resection began. Using a shaver and Basket forceps, the os trigonum was detached from the talus and partially resected to have its size reduced.

Figure 1. Presence of os trigonums on ankle radiograph in profile position.

Figure 2. Ankle magnetic resonance imaging in sagittal position showing the os trigonum associated with spinal cord and fluid bone edema.

Figure 3. Ankle magnetic resonance imaging in axial position showing the lateral ligament injury.
thus enabling the introduction of Kocher forceps for the total removal of the accessory bone (Figure 5).

Still in prone position, the anterior ankle region was accessed through knee flexion at 90°, which the second assistant maintained in this position. The anteromedial portals were made, performed medial to the anterior tibial tendon, avoiding the saphenous nerve and the great saphenous vein, followed by the anterolateral portal, performed medial to the superficial fibular nerve to prevent injury, making it possible to visualize the structures such as the anterior arthroscopy performed in dorsal decubitus, but with the upside-down images resulting from the limb position, needing to adapt the conventional intraoperative maneuvers. At this time, synovectomy and lateral gutter debridement were performed to expose the region where the ligaments originate in the fibula. Then, through the anterolateral portal, a 3.0 mm anchor was introduced 1 cm from the lateral malleolus apex using guidewires. The anchor wires were then passed through the safety zone through the lower extensor retinaculum, as described in the arthroscopic Bröstrom-Gould technique(16,17), and sutures were performed with the ankle in eversion, allowing lateral ligament reconstruction without the need for decubitus change and the exchange of operative fields (Figure 6).

Postoperative period

The patient was instructed to maintain no weight-bearing in the first postoperative week; from the second to the fourth week, progressive partial weight-bearing was initiated with crutches and an immobilizer; from the fifth to the eighth week, a rigid anklet was allowed, then was progressively removed until the end of the sixteenth week.

Rehabilitation with physiotherapy began in the second week, allowing isometric strengthening, gain of ankle extension and eversion, and flexion of up to 20°. Inversion and internal...
rotation movements were restricted until the sixth week. The sutures were removed in the third week, and no problems with the operative wounds were observed. Light physical activities were released in the sixth week, and the intensity was allowed to increase from the eighth week.

In the twelfth week postoperatively, the patient was already gradually returning to previous physical activities, and the AOFAS and VAS scores were again collected, resulting in 94 and 0, respectively. Comparing the scores and preoperative complaints, the patient showed significant improvement and satisfactory results with the surgery. There were no complications related to the procedure.

Discussion

The arthroscopic techniques described in the literature for treating lateral ankle instability (14,16-19) and those directed to the posterior ankle impact (5,11,15) present good functional results and low incidence of complications. Our study aligns with the literature since the reported patient showed improvement in pain and functional scores after surgery, allowing the return to sport in the expected three months without complications associated with surgery.

Distraction during arthroscopy can improve the visualization of a congruent joint such as the ankle (20). However, complications are associated with this method, such as neurovascular compression and skin necrosis (22). In the technique described, clear images were obtained without the need to apply traction to the limb, avoiding these events.

This study has some limitations. The procedure described imposes greater technical difficulties, requiring an experienced team in arthroscopic procedures. Also, it presents a difficulty in understanding the images, which can be confusing to interpret at first, and the need to adapt the surgical technique of the anterior access with the knee kept flexed. The sample presented was small and without a control group to compare. Other comparative studies are needed to evaluate the reduction in surgical time and the lower risk of contamination of the instruments in the change of decubitus position. In addition, studies with a larger number of patients submitted to the technique and a longer follow-up are necessary to evaluate functional results better.

The arthroscopic technique described with the patient in prone position allowed access to the anterior and posterior regions of the ankle, allowing the treatment of lateral ankle instability and posterior impact, potentially reducing the risks present in the change of decubitus position during surgery.
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